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	Printing in Plastic: Build Your Own 3D Printer (Technology in Action), 9781430234432 (1430234431), Apress, 2011

	The book you’re holding in your hands is going to show you how to build your very own 3D Printer. It’s
	not science fiction. It’s a device that will allow you to print out (in plastic) whatever you can imagine.
	(Okay, that’s a bit of a stretch – there are size limitations when using this machine.)
	Read the book – build the machine – print stuff that you can actually hold in your hands, use for
	prototyping your own inventions and replacing worn out parts, and basically taking something in your
	mind (or at least on a computer screen) and make it real. Congratulations – you’ve got a little bit of
	science fiction sitting on your desk.


	Printing in Plastic: Build Your Own 3D Printer is your gateway into the exciting world of personal fabrication. The “printer” that you’ll build from this book is a personal fabricator capable of creating small parts and other objects from drops of molten plastic. Design a part using a modeling tool such as Google SketchUp. Then, watch while the fabricator head sweeps back and forth and upwards, depositing plastic in all the right places. You can build anything from a replacement tab to hold a bookshelf in place, to a small art project, to a bashguard for your bicycle. If you can conceive it and design it, you can build it, and you’ll have fun doing it!
	
	Printing in Plastic is aimed at creative people comfortable using power tools such as a table saw, circular saw, and drill press. Authors James Kelly and Patrick Hood-Daniel lead you through building a personal fabrication machine based upon a set of blueprints downloaded from their website. Example projects get you started in designing and fabricating your own parts. Bring your handyman skills, and apply patience during the build process. You too can be the proud owner of a personal fabricator—a three-dimensional printer.

	
		Leads you through building a personal fabrication machine capable of creating small parts and objects from plastic
	
		Provides example projects to get you started on the road to designing and fabricating your own parts
	
		Provides an excellent parent/child, or small group project



	What you’ll learn

	
		How to assemble your own 3D printer
	
		The ins and outs of design software
	
		How to design and produce three-dimensional parts made from plastic
	
		How to replace small plastic parts in household objects
	
		How to create art objects



	Who this book is for


	Printing in Plastic is aimed at creative people comfortable using power tools, such as a table saw, circular saw, drill press, and so forth. The book is aimed at those who want to create and fabricate tangible objects from plastic. Crafters, carpenters, electronics hobbyists, and others comfortable working with their hands will find the instructions easy to follow and the projects rewarding.
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	Amazing Books

	

A Visual Basic 6 Programmer's ToolkitApress, 2000

	A Visual Basic 6 Programmer's Toolkit is an invaluable resource for professionals looking to move to the next level of Visual Basic mastery. Co-authors of the popular Visual Basic 6.0 Bible, Hank Marquis and Eric Smith shed light on many universal VB programming problems, including API calls...


		

Sets, Logic and Maths for Computing (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2012


	The first part of this preface is for the student, the second for the instructor. Some

	readers may find it helpful to look at both.Whoever you are, welcome!

	This easy-to-follow textbook introduces the mathematical language, knowledge and problem-solving skills that undergraduates need to study computing. The language is in part...


		

A History of the Crusades, Volume I: The First Hundred YearsUniversity of Wisconsin Press, 2006
“A highly-respected series . . . [a] 30-year project known for its high quality of research, editing, and printing. . . . Recommended for all libraries”—Choice

“Like the Crusades themselves, this History will . . . long stand as a monument to the vision of its founders and the dogged persistence...




	

The People CMM: A Framework for Human Capital Management (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009

	Organizations are now competing in two markets, one for their products and services and one for the talent required to produce or perform them. Success in the former is determined by success in the latter. The ability to compete is directly related to the ability to attract, develop, motivate, organize, and retain the...


		

Basic & Clinical PharmacologyMcGraw-Hill, 2006
This       book is designed to provide a complete, authoritative, current, and       readable pharmacology textbook for students in the health sciences. It       also offers special features that make it useful to house officers and       practicing clinicians.
...

		

The Warrior Code: 11 Principles to Unleash the Badass Inside of YouSt Martin Press, 2019

	
		From American Grit co-star, former Marine Gunnery Sergeant Tee Marie Hanible comes the story of how she became a warrior...and how you can do it, too.

	
		In The Warrior Code, entrepreneur, philanthropist, reality star, and retired Gunnery Sergeant Tee Marie Hanible serves up eleven principles to awaken...
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